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GRIZZLIES AGAIN VICTORIOUS 
OVER ANCIENT FOE; 1 4 T 0 7
€>—
Sullivan’s Smashing Line 
Drives Make Him Star of 
Game While Pluimmer’s 
Punting Is an Added Fea­
ture^
The University Grizzlies -added an- 
• other triumph to the long string of 
victories that so embarrasses Aggie 
sympathizers, when they celebrated 
.Armistice day by defeating the Boze­
man farmers on Gatton Field in 
'Bozeman, Saturday. The score was 
14 to '7.
The Grizzlies smashed their way 
-down the field for the first touch­
-down early in the first quarter, Sul­
livan piling through the Aggie line 
for the score after ah exchange of 
punts • and a smashing advance 
toward the Aggie goal line by ir- 
-resistible Montana backs.
Second Touchdown
Montana’s second . counter was 
pushed across in the third session 
•when Biennah’s pets were given the 
pig-skin on the farmers’ 36 yard 
line.- Sullivan led the Montana team 
in a  procession " that was stopped 
•only after Plummer had shot through 
-the disheartened but fighting Aggies 
fo r  the touchdown.
The Aggie score was made in the 
second quarter when Morphey 
blocked Plummer’s punt which was 
recovered by Mashin who dragged 
the ball to the varsity 10 yard line.
At this point Morphey was held 
for no gain when a good gain would 
have given the Aggies a touchdown. 
,A free fumble made first down for 
the farmers, who had the Goddess of 
Luck with them throughout the con­
test, and McCarren went over the 
line for the score.
Sullivan Stars
Steve Sullivan was the star of 
the game and without his smashing 
drives through the Agriculturist line 
and his grim determination to win, 
Montana- would have had her hands 
full. Dorsey, Ramsey, and Daylis 
played a game of special merit while 
Plummer, punting 12 times for an 
average of 42 yards not only far 
outpunted his. Aggie adversary. Mc­
Donald, but furnished a crowd of 
nearly 2000 persons with a neat 
feature. McCarren, the diminutive 
Aggie quarterback starred for the 
farmers, his return of Varsity punts 
being decidedly pretty. The game 
fn detail;
Detail of the Play
Daylis returned the kickoff 12 
yards, Keeley being hurt on the first 
play; two punches by Sullivan netted 
first-down, then Steve forced his 
way through - for 12 yards and an­
other first down. Lambert went 
in for Keeley. An off-side penalty 
nullified two gains and Plummer, 
who punted magnificently except on 
the one occasion when his boot was 
blocked, kicked 35. McDonald 
promptly Tetumed the punt. Sulli­
van and Plummer made seven in 
three tries and Plummer - punted. 
McDonald stepped 'behind his own 
goal line and kicked only 15 yards 
against the wind. The plays fialed 
then Sullivan twice smashed tackle 
for eight yards, and wound up with 
a four yard dash for a touchdown. 
He kicked goal. Lambert returned 
the kickoff 25 yards, but a penalty 
forced the Grizzlies to punt. Plum­
mer made three, Lambert eight and 
Sullivan six. Christie made four, 
•Plummer three and Sullivan cut 
loose for another long run of 14 
yards. Lambert then slipped around 
end for 25 yards. A penalty for 
•holding set the Bruins back. 15 
yards and Walters intercepted the 
only pass Bierman’s clan tried. A 
punt was followed by short cuts for
NewsDaner Art 
Is Subject Of 
Talk By Stone
Speaking informally on “News­
paper Art”  to the visitors at the 
exhibit of oil paintings in the 
Palace hotel ballroom Monday 
night, Dean A. L. Stone of the 
university school of journalism re­
marked that this form of illustra­
tion wa<! a sort ’ of hiatus, a de­
parture from the true realm of 
art. “But,”  he said, “ there was no 
doubt that it gains the attention of 
probably a larger public than auy 
art museum could boast.”  Mr. Stone 
gave a brief survey of the begin­
nings of newspaper illustration, e f­
fectively put into practice by Ben­
jamin Day, founder of the New 
York Sun. He explained the' two 
main types of picture engraviugf, 
the half-tone done by using dots, 
and line drawing.
“The use of pictures in news­
papers is like writing, both in- 
sf motional and -entertaining,”  con­
tinued the Dean. “ One can get 
so much better emphasis of a story 
wivh the help of them. They may 
not always be art but often one 
tells more than a whole column of 
type.”
He distinguished between car­
toons, the crayoned editorials, and 
the comics drawn merely to enter­
tain and amuke. He showed the 
original drawings of comics by Mc­
Manus, Tad, and Coffman. “The 
comics are highly criticized,”  he 
smiled, “ but I don’t know, 1 like 
Jiggs.”
“ Speed, accuracy and highlights 
are the mainspring of newspaper 
illustration,”  he said in conclusion. 
“The difference in pictures is the 
difference in photographers. The 
good one must be ingenious, get 
the best viewpoint and, above all, 
should be able to discern - keenly in 
order to reach the pith of the story. 
Get awgy • from the stereotpyed kind 
of picture. The artist who has 
brought a smile to the world has 
done something.”
Talks have been given every1 
evening since the opening of the i 
exhibit on November 11. The ex­
hibit includes 33 pictures of corn- 
temporary American artists. They 1 
are true original paintings, and not 
copies of pictures.
The talk given Saturday by Miss 
Ellen Geyer was on the principals 
of the Pre-Raphaelites, It was a 
discussion of the struggle of paint­
ers who used indefinite numbers of 
specific details, as though the pic­
ture had been made after a long 
and minute study of every object | 
appearing in the painting.
Cogswell Chosen 
Sentinel Editor 
by Junior Class
William Cogswell was elected
Directory Will 
Cost Students 
More This Year
editor of The Sentinel at a meet­
ing of the junior class Monday 
afternoon.
The election followed the pass­
age of the by-laws brought before 
the student body at the special elec­
tion last 'Week. According to these 
by-laws the publication of the book 
was placed in the hands of the 
junior class.
The manager will be selected by 
the central board this afternoon 
from 
chosen
The Student directory now on sale 
at the A. S. U. M., store will be sold 
for 20c instead of 15c as first an­
nounced. The extra charge is nec­
essary to the financial success of the 
book since there are no advertise­
ments as were last year to help de­
fray expenses.
“ I want to urge all students to buy 
a directory as soon as possible”  said 
Mac Gault, manager of the store 
list of three names to be j yesterday. “ There were only 1000 
by the executive board of printed-and 200 were sold yesterday,
the class. It was thought 
the executive board consider more 
carefully the names of the' possible 
managers than could the class as 
a whole.
DAKOTA AGGIES 
TO PLAY HERE
that the first day it was on sale. We have 
a good market for the books down 
town among the business men> so 
those students who want a directory 
should get one immediately before 
the supply is gone.”
The book contains names of all 
students, faculty members, residence
HOMECOMING 
BIG FEATURE
Big Crowd Expected for 
Annual Celebration of 
University Tradition. Good 
Program Has Been Ar­
ranged.
A football game,,between Montana 
and North Dakota, the cross country 
run, an Alumni tea, and a big dance 
in the gymnasium are to be the fea­
tures of the 8th annual Homecoming 
this year, according to the various 
committees in charge.
Last' year about 300 students re­
turned to the campus fo£ the occa­
sion blit this year the committee es­
timates that there will be many more 
The tradition has been given wide
telephone numbers, 
all fraternity houses.
and numbers of advertising, some 60 stories have
Former Students to Have 
Opportunity of Seeing 
Grizzlies in Action Again. 
Teams Evenly Matched.
Innocent Bovine 
Is Kidnapped For 
Benefit of Aggies
been sent to various papers through­
out the state, besides he numeruos 
letters that have been sent out by 
various campus organizations.
Automobiles have been promised 
to meet all incoming trains and take 
the visitors to their houses, hotels, 
or wherever they will stay while here 
for the celebration.
Activities Start Thursday 
Singing on the Steps Thursday
■“ Service”  was the slogan o f a small 
hobo delegation at the Aggie game 
j Friday. For fear that the Aggie 
Former university students who team would miss the music of the!night will mark the beginning of the 
wander back to the old campus for • barnyard folk the overzealous gang; Homecoming celebration. Follow- 
Homecoming will see the 1921 Grizz- acquired a cow enroute to the foot-j inff this a bonfire rally will be held 
lies in action on Dornblaser field, ball field with the hope that appro- j f ° r the installation of pep before the 
when the team clashes with the priately decorated with blue and ghld ■ £ame with the North-Dakota Aggies. 
North Dakota Aggies. I the bovine might cheer their, hearts. Friday morning the cross country
The trip to Bozeman served to Alas— either the cow was to big or j run staged. In previous years
instil a vast amount of pep into the the gate too small, for all the “U” I the closs country. men have trained 
suporters of the Grizzlies, and the | rooters and all the “ U” hoboes, faithfully but either snow or rain has
could not get her in. Besides the stopped the contest. Arthur Jacob- 
Team arrived and the animal was! sen> who is in charge of the team, 
abandoned in 'the cheering. She was | stated last night that the race would 
tethered to the fence around the j held about 10 o clock Friday morn-
field which suspiciously resembled Iin^  The course ^  extend to
south end of the Fair Grounds and 
back to the University, with the fin­
ish including around the track
returning alumni will doubtless ’ have 
a chance to witness a display of 
splendid school spirit at the game 
next Friday.
The North Dakota Aggies are al­
most total strangers on the Montana 
campus, having been here but once 
before, when they were defeated by
| 
No. 1 “ hog” wire.
* The cow was a perfect lady and 
true to her kind fell for a bunch of
ush for the side lines began. Need- 
of the two teams cannot he doped! less to say it never was applied
Graduates Take 
Matrimonial Vow
Miss Gora Sparrow, who gradu­
ated from the University last June, 
was married to Harold H. Hendren, 
of Dayton, Washington, Sunday, Oc­
tober 23, at the home of the bride’s 
parents in Anaconda.
Mrs. Hendron received her degree 
in physical education with a cer­
tificate of qualification to teach from 
the University last spring, and is a 
member of Delta Psi~ Kappa soror­
ity.
• The groom' is a graduate of the 
Forestry school of the University, 
and is at present employed by the 
United' Staets Forest Service. A f­
ter a short trip to the District Of-, 
fice of Grazing, Mr. and Mrs. Hen­
dron will make their home at Gilman, 
Mont.
out.
The farmers from Townley’s for­
mer kingdom are unusually heavy, 
according to word received by one 
of the vocational students here from 
his friend, the assistant coach at 
the North Dakota Agricultural 
school.
The Varsity football squad is 
strongly backed by their supports 
in its determination to aid Coach 
Bierman in obtaining revenge on the 
Borleske tribe on Homecoming day. 
The Dakota Aggies are coached by 
Stanley Borleske, whose brother, 
Vincent, is coach . of the Whitman 
team that won from Mo'ntana Octo­
ber 29.
New News-Sheet
Makes its Debut
It is understood that between the 
halves the Aggie police called 
“ Fangs” returned the animal to the i 
owner who “Gampused” her for 
rest of the day.
the
Buy a Directory.
Goach Larry Nisson’s squad 13 to 0. hay in the hands of Rex Healy and ■A'*30Ut e*.?ht men will compete in the 
They have been defeated this year j followed, assisted by ten willing help- contest. 
by the University of North Dakota, I ers on the end of a chain, to the Football Game
38 to 3, and by South Dakota State grounds. The owner had staked her Friday afternoon one of Montana’s 
54 to 0, while they won from the out for Tier “ mornings-morning”  and j biggest home foot ball games will be 
Aberdeen Northern. Normal and In- it was directly in front of her home held with the North Dkaota Aggies 
dustrial school 7 to 0 and forced on a side street that she was kid- I as the opposition, 
the Fargo College outfit to bow be- napped. What her ultimate end I Immediately following the game an 
foie their attack by a 19 to 7 score, would have been even an Aggie could Alumni tea will be held in the econ- 
Since none o f these teams have not have told. $1.70 worth of good | omics department to give the old 
battled with a squad met by the calsomine was itr the mixing when the students a chance to once more meet 
Grizzlies, the comparative strength | r their old friends and talk over old
times with them.
Comedy At Liberty 
In the evening the Masquers club 
will present Booth Tarkintons come­
dy “ Clarence,” at the Liberty thea­
ter. The members of both football 
teams will be guests at the presents-- 
tion of the club and boxes have been 
reserved for them.
Saturday night marks the closing 
of the festivities with a dance, under 
th auspics of the A. S. U. M., ni the 
gymnasium. Sheridan’s orchestra 
will furnish the music and the com­
mittee in charge announces that com­
mittees will be on hand to receive 
the students and help them get ac­
quainted Prior to the dance t(he 
fraternities will be given a chance to 
entertain their own visitors at ban­
quets or parties.
The faculty committee in charge of 
chairman, Mrs. Harriet R. Sedman, 
arrangements is F. C. Scheuch, 
Alexander Dean, Inez Bozarth, and 
Alva Baird, alumni representative.
On the student committee are 
Roger Deeney, Lillian Christensen, 
Mary. X. McCarthy, Clyde and Ed­
win Blenkner.
The Stag! This is the name of 
a  ininature newspaper that is circu­
lating on the campus. It purperts 
to be the official newspaper of Sim- 
kins hall and the contents is devot­
ed' entirely to feature stories about 
tke residents of that hall. The fault 
of the residents are exposed and the 
men are made to apear in the guise 
of highway robbers to fickle par­
lor snobs. Fair co-eds may find 
first hand. information in the pa­
per regarding any prospective beauty 
in Simpkins hall.
Disabled Veterans 
Will Hold Smoker 
on Tuesday Night
The Grizzly chapter of the Dis­
abled American Veterans will hold 
a smoker Tuesday evening. Novem­
ber 15, atthe American Legion hall 
on east Front street.
The smoker will give the voca­
tional men an opportunity- to get 
acquainted with each other, and en­
able them! to learn more in detail 
about their national organization.
The Disabled Aserican Veterans 
is a national organization, active in 
46 states, and functioning for the 
sole benefit of disabled in the 
World War. Although Montana at 
the present time does not have a 
permanent state organization, which 
is due to her lack of density of 
population, a temporary state organi­
zation is carrying on the work.
At present the temporary state 
headquarters is located at Great 
Falls.
Staff and Circle, senior women’s 
honorary society at the State Univer­
sity of Iowa, has compiled and pub­
lished a collection of university and 
fraternity songs, the first book of its 
kind ever issued at the school.
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TO THE HOMECOMERS 
This edition ofthe Kaim in  
is dedicated to the Alum ni 
and former students through 
out the country. It is an 
invitation, a plea for all 
those individuals who still 
feel the attraction of the 
college enviornment, whose 
friendships made in college 
still remain inviolate and 
whose love for the Alm a  
Mater is ever present, to re­
turn again and renew those
THOUGHT AND 
STUDENTS.
Are University students in­
terested in serious affairs?
The conference called by 
Princeton university, and the 
response it has aroused 
among the students in the 
e d u c a t i o n a l  institution, 
would indicate that they are.
This conference is among  
the m ost forward looking  
movements started in college 
life. W hether it accom­
plishes any very great m a­
terial benefit or not it will 
have a decidedly good effect, 
in that it will actively arouse 
the interest of at least a  
group of university students 
in a great world problem, 
and incidentally in other 
public movements.
The charge is often made 
that the college graduate is 
not prepared to give pay­
m ent to the state for the ed­
ucation that he has received 
at its expense. It is asserted 
that the average college stu-1 which 
dent cares for nothing more 
than a decent grade and a 
good time while he is getting
EASTERN EDITOR 
BOOSTS MASQUERS
Discusses Benefits Derived From 
Traveling Drama in Montana.
-Northwestern University had, at 
the close of the. last school year, 
153 students preparing for work in 
some definite field of Christian 
service, the largest number in thfe 
history of the school. This figure 
is exclusive of the men preparing 
for the ministry by studying in 
Garrett Biblical institute.
“The Traveling Drama in Mon­
tana” is the heading of an editorial 
which appeared in the Hartford 
Courant last summer and which is j Speakers before the high school 
given below. girls’ annual vocational congress to
Mr. Alexander Dean, director of | be held a t . Montana State college 
dramatics at the university, met the Thursday, Friday and Saturday, of 
author of the article, Mr. Ralph this week will include Miss Nellie 
Reeed Wolfe, while motoring from Cornish of Seattle, head of the Cor-
New York to the White Mountains, nish school; Miss Helen M. Bennett 
struck up a casual acquaintance, aqd | of Chicago, manager of the Collegi- 
sent him last spring a program of ate Bureau o f Occupations; Miss 
the state tour made by the produc- Anna M. Turley, state leader • of 
tion of “ Her Husband’s Wife.”  The | home demonstration agents; Miss 
editorial subsequently apeared. I Mary M. Muckley, state supervisor 
“The editorial is one of the best of public health nurses; Mrs. S. M. 
summaries o.f the ideals and pur- Souders, president o f the State Fed-
poses of the Masquers, and inci- eration o f Women’s clubs; Presi-.
dentally is a  good piece of news- dent Alfred Atkinson, Chancellor
paper deduction, since Mr. Wolfe Edward. C. Elliott, 
had nothing but the program from ----------
The Grist
'The mills of the gods turn 
slowly, but they grind ex­
ceeding fine.”
Gob Sez: 
The Foresters win. 
another.
Let’s bet
to draw 
stated Mr. Dean.
The editorial follows:
The Traveling Drama in Montana. 
To what extent dwellers in the
his conclusions,”  Students and alumni of the Uni­
versity of Georgia are campaigning 
for $1,000 a- a war memorial fund.
Undoubtedly this is true cities and t<wns of Montana are a£.
Students of the State University 
of Iowa publish a mimeographedit.
to an extent. Some m ight j ford(,d an opportunity to witness at I monthly magazine on wireless teleg- 
say that the inaccuracy in home performances of plays by vis- raphy and sent it out to amateurs 
the Statement lies in the as- iting theatrical ■ companies we do in the state.
Sertion that the average Stu- not know. We are inclined to think I The first chapter of Sigma Xi, 
dent Cares for a decent grade, that the privilege must be somewhat | national honorary scientific frater- 
But granting that he does, if curtailed. Perhaps it is in part to | nity, ever granted to a state college
this is all that he is getting
friendships and acquaint- j out of university life, he will
ences. , be of no great service to the
Preparations are under i t t nation 
way to make your stay with j t ig in the face of such ac_
•us as pleasant as possible. Uons that it is encour- 
Each organization on
make up for such a limited theat- was installed at Iowa State college 
rical fare, if it does exist, that the in October. Only faculty members 
University Masquers of the State and graduate students are eligible 
University of Montana at Missoula for membership. At Iowa State 52 
go on tour throughout the state members o f the faculty were already 
giving performances which, no doubt, members and sevfh more were initi-
t h e  I ---------------------------— — — --------- j have first i>een tried out on the ated after the chapter installation.
j  , . aging to note the enthusiasm voung men and women— to say noth- *
campus is ready and anxious I with which'a, conference for| ing of the professors— that make up 
to show you that the real 
Montana hospitality still
the purpose of discussion of j the university, 
P ^ .  | P  , such a serious problem as we believe,
prevails, and that it prevails disarmament is recieved. It 
m  the greatest quantities at indicates that university stu- 
our, yours and ours. State dents are interested and nec-
! essarily, if they are fitted to 
Next Friday afternoon, on attend a conference on It,
Dornbiaser field, the Grizzly have made a study of a ques_ 
battles the aggregation from  tion that will stm  be a prob-
about 1,300 all,
For amateur theatricals we hold 
no brief. Our own experience in 
connection with them has been al­
most without exception of a nature 
that makes us long to have the most 
stringent lawas passed, with horrible 
penalties attached, absolutely pro-
The 50 senior lawyers at the State 
University o f Iowa carry silver mon- 
pgrammed black canes as a distin­
guishing mark.
Women of Barnard college study 
archery and hold target-shooting con­
tests.
the sister state on the north 
east, and incidentally that 
Grizzly wishes to demon­
strate to you that, the old 
fight is still there, that we 
have kept the faith.
A STEP FORWARD. 
The tradition originated 
this year by the women of 
Montana State College—  
that of presenting a huge
Reporters, copyreaders and edi- 
hibiting all such affairs, but we are J tonal students in the Joseph Med ill 
lem when they are having a j willing to admit that that experience school o f journalism of Northwest- 
hand in the government, is far too limited to make it im- ern University punch a time dock 
They, at least, no m atter i possible that we may be wrong. On as they enter ^nd leave the local 
what stand they take on the the face of it, it appears that the j room of the school.
matter, w il l  have something j State University of Montana plan I ----------
to give the state; for th ey ' may brmg pleasure 
w ill have thought and stud­
ied the problem.
The president, five deans, two as­
sistant deans, the business manager 
and 19 of the 44 members of the
may bring pleasure and instruction, 
not otherwise obtainable, to a large 
number of persons.
This opinion is largely due to the j board of education of Northwestern 
o f j impression made by a program o f ! University are alumni of the school, 
one of these state tours recently re- In the next two years two niore al- 
ceived. The tour covered 15 days umni, nominated by the Alumni as- 
and as many places. A. E. Thomas’ • sociation as its direct representatives,
tion.
Fraternities at the University 
California have organized an Inter-1 
fraternity Market association by
cake to the winning te a m u f I which the contracts for supplying all j ■  „  P . H  . . ,
the campus societies with food stuffs farce comedy, ‘ Her Husband s Wife, | will be added to the board of educa-
are let to the lowest bidders. Each was Presented. A list of other plays
, , _.. fUzJ given by the undergraduate actorshouse orders its supplies through the»& * ®
. _ includes Dunsany s The Lost bilkI association. .. . , ;______  Hat — the worst play that writer
E E. Nicholson, dean of student | ever turned out, in our opinion, John 
at the University of Minne- Prinkwater’s “Abraham Lincoln,”
the annual College-Univer­
sity gridiron battle, is not 
only unique but tends to 
strengthen relationships be­
tween the two schools.
For years these two state 
schools have been handi­
capped by the same strenu­
ous circumstances, and have 
suffered the same ills. They  
have displayed a keen  
rivalry totward each other, 
yet they have been working 
for a common end— the edu­
cation of Montana’s young 
blood.
W ith  the Greater Univer­
sity of Montana building 
program  well under way, 
both institutions face a 
bright future. Teamwork  
between the two w ill be 
necessary to put Montana in 
bolder outlines on the na­
tion’s educational map.
A Murmur From Behind the Hedge.
Do you know you’ve sort o f hit us 
hard
Wfhen you begin to condemn our 
pipe,
And it seems as though you’d save 
that card
For the last resort in life.
Have you sat in a lonely cabin 
With a telephone close to your 
hand,
A-watching the storm at work out­
side
And keeping your eyes on the 
land?
While the lightning was sizzling 
A-crackin’ and burning the wires,
You couldn’t go, for you had to stay 
And make a report on the fires.
Have you even made a “night camp,”  
On some “ God forgotten”  trail,
While on your way for supplies 
Or going to town for the mail?
And after the meal was over
And the evening was near to an 
end,
Did you sit ‘and gaze in a campfire 
With only your pipe for a friend?
At the head of a string, have yon 
ridden all day
Through a slow and drizzling rain?
Were your spirits so high and your 
clothes so dry
That yon murmured some “ sweet 
refrain ?”  -
Or did you reach deep in your 
pocket
For your pipe and tobacco can,
Light up your old “ smoking stack”  
And ride right along like a man.
Now I {suppose the smoke was of­
fensive,
And I expect that you have the 
“ dope”
That we’re in bad with the weaker 
sex
Because of our pipes and our 
“ rope.”
j Your sympathies extend to the co-eds 
But assured, it’s one of our joys
To inform you we’d rather be 
rangers
Than one of the “Hall Room 
boys.”
The 40 staff members of the Cor- 
nellian, student newspaper of Cornell 
college in Mount Vernon, Iowa, have 
organized a journalism club. The 
work o f each reporter covers some 
assigned field
a f fa ir s_-----------------------  . _
sota, suspended 16 sophomores of the Henry Arthur Jones Mrs. Dane s 
I college of engineering for hazing last I Defense, Bernsteins The Thief,
I month | Susan Gin spell's “Trifles,”  Synge’s
______  “ Riders to the Sea,”  Masefield’s
Students at Lehigh university have 'T he Tragedy of Nan,’ Stuart 
notified A. T. Dice, president of the I Walker’s “The Six Who Pass While j of science degree from the State Un- 
Philadelpbia-Reading railroad, that
Dexter Edson Smith of Santa Ann, 
California, who received his bachelor
Our Girl.
When she visited in New York 
she et at Astor’s and ever since 
then she has been telling us what 
a wonderful cook Mrs. Astor is.
they will help run trains on that 
road in case of a strike.
Smoke Eaters.
From top to bottom and bottom to 
top
The hoboes rode with never a stop.
They rode the blinds and crowded 
the sheep,
They took their knocks and forgot 
to sleep.
The bumming spirit was in the air
And the big idea was to get to where
I The fanner clan in their Aggie blue
the Lentils Boil,”  George Cohan’s , iversity of Iowa in 1858 was the first 
“ Seven Keys to Boldpate” and A. to graduate with a degree from that
The Spirit displayed by riyere scheduled to lose to the Grizzly
•the State College students 
,toward the visiting univer­
sity team and supporters at 
Fridays football game, is the 
spirit we hope will be en­
couraged at both schools.
Let the rivalry on athletic 
fields continue. Let the re­
presentative teams of both 
institutions fight as fiercely 
as they ever did. But off 
the athletic field let us con­
sider ourselves students of 
the saime great cojnmon- 
wealth of Montana.
The
crew.
hoboes got over and all got 
hack
Despite the eon and his friend the 
“ shack,”
Their voices are husky, their spirits 
strong,
I f  you back the Grizzlies you can’t 
go wrong.
Stolen Thunder.
And Pharaoh’s daughter found
Moses in the Bullrushes.
Alan Macdpnald has gone to Kal- 
ispell to spend the week with his 
mother.
R. Thomas’ “ Her Husband’s Wife.” 
One reads the list again fearing lest 
he has missed “Macbeth,”  “ Hamlet,” 
or “ She Stoops to Conquer,”  and 
then leans back with a most com­
fortable feeling of relief to discover 
that there is in the world one col­
lege dramatic association that has 
not, apparently, used these famous 
old plays for the exploiting of their 
inability to act.
True, the list o f plays attempted 
by these young men and women is 
one that might well • stagger the di­
rector of any theatrical organiza­
tion, but it is a list evidently select­
ed with rare and ususual discrimina­
tion, a list that should afford those 
who participate in the productions, 
or those who see them as spectators, 
an excellent idea of what may be 
termed the modern drama. One does 
not doubt but that plays of Eugene 
O’Neil, for instance, will he later 
included in the repertoire. It goes 
without saying that these plays never 
would have been produced in Mon­
tana except for the efforts of this 
university organization, excepting, 
possibly, those by . Cohan,
institution.
Three English club-plays, one by 
students, one by faculty members and 
one by graduates, were features of 
the sixty-ninth fail Homecoming at 
Cornell college in Mount Vernon, 
Iowa, recently. The proceeds from 
the plays went to the Bleachers’ ben­
efit fund.
and Jones. Relying solely upon 
memory, we think that none of them, 
excepting “Mrs. Dane’s Defense,”  
“ The Thief,”  Mr. Walker’s short 
play and “ Seven Keys to Baldpate” 
has ever been played in Hartford.
It might be said that the Uni­
versity of Montana undergraduates 
are themselves taking a hand in the 
university extension movement grow­
ing, from year to year, more popu­
lar in this country. Montana, as 
population goes, is not a large state, 
but we imagine it has good reason 
to appreciate this effort to enter­
tain as well as to bring culture to 
its homes on the part of the young 
players o f one of its two universi- 
Thomas, j ties.—Hartford (Conn.) Courant.
The Practical Man.
He cannot Tealize why his family 
should complain of the cold when 
everything is 4 covered with such a 
nice heavy blanket of snow.
What has become of the o. f. man 
who sniffed the air of a November 
morning, then dug his red woolens 
out of the moth balls?
Now that the snow has arrived 
furs will undoubtedly go out of style 
on the campus.
Royal Order of Kerosene Burners.
The co-ed who still insists that 
she must dress 'before she goes to 
the ball.
Why We Come to College.
Erof. Miller— “Miss R------ , do you
really believe that Joan of Arc 
saw visions?”
Miss R------ “ I don’t know as I
am not personally acquainted with 
her.”
Prof.— “Mr. G-------, did you know
Joan?”
Mr. G-------“ Yes, and she told me
that it was true.”
Prof.— “Do you believe her to be 
a young lady of truth and veracity?”
I have lately discovered the pro­
found fact that you cannot put on the 
dog and buy an automobile.'
DEVINE SPEAKS 
ON CONFERENCE
Generous Consideration of 
All Problems Is Only Way 
Agreement Can be Made at 
Conference.
Generous consideration of all of 
. the problems of the Pacific and of 
the Japanese viewpoint on the 
Questions of the Far East is, the 
only way that phase of the confer­
ence on limitations of armaments, 
now being held in Washington, can 
be settled,, according to Dr. Edward; 
T. Devine, sociologist, who spoke on 
“Promblcs of the Pacific and Dis­
armament’,”  last night in the Mis- 
soult county hight school auditorium 
before a fair sized audience.
Dr. Devine began his lecture with 
a discussion of the issues which 
will confront the conference now 
meeting in Washingfon. The United 
Spates has only began seriously to 
reduce armaments since Saturday. 
The announcement by Secretary 
Hughes was no great surprise to 
either the membersof the conference 
or the American people but was 
given as an evidence of our good 
faith. The results of this announce­
ment are measurable and specific. 
Even the names of the ship that will 
be left are given. As a result of 
this campaign there will be a de­
crease in taxation and an increase in 
money for education and health giv­
ing things. The resources that have 
been used for war and the prepara­
tion of waT in the past are the 
worst examples of wastefulness.
“ We used to be told that pre­
paration for war prevents war. We 
know now that if we prepare for 
war we get wars. I da not advocate 
disarmament for my country in a 
world where the otfcer countries are 
armed,-’ went on Dr. Devine. “It is 
possible for nations to settle their 
differences in other ways. The 
zero hour of another change in the 
world’s history has come.”
“ In China there is now a begin­
ning of a new national life. Torn 
by civil war, and growing up from 
the bottom, beginning with a pro­
vincial government like the Europ­
ean government of one and one- 
half centuries ago China is just now 
awakening.
The policy of Japan in the east 
has sometimes been described as a 
Monroe doctrine. Japan has com­
mitted herself to the open door in 
her treaties. The legiitmate pro­
tection of interests has been the 
keynote of the open door; It is im­
portant to understand the view of 
the Japanese. We must be able to 
appreciate the point of view of their 
people if we would be fair to Japan. 
One of the most important agents 
responsible for. the policy of Japan 
is her surplus population. Another 
is the scarcity of natural resources, 
and the third is the lack of markets. 
Upon these three problems depend 
the wants of Japan.
In regard to immigration, naturali­
zation, tax law, and school laws we 
must ask ourselves whether it is 
not possible for us to'/accomplish 
all we need to without' trying to 
bridge these conditions. We must 
simplify the race problem for the 
races now unborn. We are trying 
to salve the immigration plan on a 
new percentage basis. Ultimately 
we must extend the invitation to 
Orientals as well as the Europeans. 
W<e must try to use a formula to 
meet these paradoxial demands.
It means as if a nation so cap­
able as Japan is at least entitled to 
respect. As individuals, untrammell­
ed, free of speech, children of one 
father Japan is on a par with the 
United States. The time is coming 
when it will be impossible for one 
country to hold another in subjec­
tion even as it is now impossible 
for one man to hold another in sub­
jection.”
Dr. Devine opened a series of 
lectures to be put on under the 
direction of the university and the 
Missoula county high school and the j 
management of Sigma Delta Chi and 
Theta Sigma Chi journalism fraterni­
ties. _—
Dr. Devine was- professor of 
«■ cial economy at Columbia un/vi r-
sity from 1905 to 1919 and has been 
cdi<or of the Survey for a period 
of 15 years. He served as a special 
representative of the American Red 
Cross at San Francisco after the 
earthquake in 1906, and during the 
Dayton floods in 1913. In 1916 he 
was a special agent of the American 
embassy at Petrograd. During the 
war, he filled the position of chief 
of the bureau of refugees and relief 
of the American Red Cross with 
headquarters in Paris. He is the 
author of a number. of books on 
social problems.
Professor Hayes of the sociology 
department of the Univrsity a for­
mer student under Dr. Devine at 
Columbia university, introduced the 
speaker.
GRIZZLY AGAIN 
BEATS AGGIES
(Continued from Page Oner)
three yards each by Lambert and 
Sullivan and another 14 yard run 
by Steve,
Second Quarter.
Four -plays gained eight yards and 
the ball went over, McDonald punt­
ing. A  penalty stoped Montana’s 
attempts to* gain and Plummer kick­
ed 40, McCarren retrieved 25. A f­
ter another penalty had lost the Un­
iversity 15 yards, Sullivan- recover­
ed.^! Grizzly fumble. He lost three; 
Christie made them back and the 
captain jolted -the line for five. 
Plummer’s punt was blocked by 
Morphey and recovered by Mashin
jumped over the Aggie line for 
three, then Plummer clashed over 
the goal line for a score. He kick­
ed goal. McCarren returned the 
kickoff 25 yards.
Fourth Quarter.
McDonald punted 18 out of 
bounds. Johnston made five, then 
six, for a first down. Plummer 
plunged through for four yards. The 
Aggies recovered a fumble on their 
own 35 yard line just when another 
Bruin attack seemed successfuly un­
der way. Slawoon made four and 
two passes failed. McDonald punt­
ed 35. Johnston made two and took 
three. After a penalty Plummer 
punted 45, Slawson coming back 15. 
A pass failed. Jorgenson made 12 
yards on.a criss-cross, then the Ag­
gies pulled the only successful aer­
ial play of the game,. Jorgenson 
snatching the ball for 32 yards 
again. A splendid defense here 
checked the Aggies, after McCarren 
had covered eight yards on a fake. 
Two plays were stopped without ad­
vancing the ball an inch, then a pass 
was blocked by Murphy. Plummer’s 
punt of 45 yards was most timely, 
being returned 11 yards. By this 
time the teams were playing in 
gloom which made the players al­
most undiscernible. Two plays 
gained two yards, then Jones, who had 
replaced McCarren, made nine yards 
On the next play he was stopped 
again by the forwards and the ball 
went over. Six yards for Porter 
and four for Plummer netted first 
down. A fumble lost seven, then 
another was recovered by the Grizz­
lies for first down. Plummer punted 
45 and McDonald returned the com­
pliment on the first play. After a 
couple of plays Plummer made the 
best punt of the day, kicking 61who ran to the varsity 10-yard line.
McCarren slipped around right end j yards over the goal line. McDonald 
for nine yards. With a foot to g o ' a* once booted 35. Plummer drove 
for a touchdown Morphey failed, | a b>ng boot 52 yards out of bounds, 
but a free fumble made it first down [ Pass failed, then McDonald kick- 
for the Aggies. McCarren then shot j e<* 35. The final pistol brought the 
-through center for the score. Me- Same to a victorious end.
Donald- kicked goal. Plummer re- } -^be lineup and summary:
• turned the kickoff 20 yards. Plum- University. Position Aggies, 
rner made six in two bucks and Sul- 
liavn four for first down. Johnston 
failed and Sullivnn made five in two 
tries. Plummer j ut ted 35 to Mc- 
Car’ ir , who h'j-.v.d back 20. Me 
Carrjtr made five, another sm-sli 
netted five, .hen a crisscross failed.
McDonald p in r jl 5? to Christie, 
who came back ten: Tanner made
five as the h j 'f  ended.
Third Quarter.
After the kickoff the Assies 
failed to gain and McDonald punted 
46 to Christie, who came back fix.
Sullivan and Plummer' made a fi.-
Dayliss . 
Dorsey
Left End. 
Left Tackle
Jorgenson 
.. Morphey'
Murphy ..
Left Guard.
..... Asbury
Center.
dow i^ but after three unsuccessful j 
tries, Plummer kicked 28. McDon­
ald shot a punt 36 yards out of 
bounds and the Grizzlies here start­
ed the parade down the field v1 ich 
won them the the fray. Johnson 
made' a pair and Sullivan hit the 
line thrice for eight yards. Plum­
mer smashed center for five, John­
son made two, then Sullivan made 
two darts through the forwards for 
nine yards and Christie made one. 
Sullivan broke loose for 10 yards 
and put the ball on the Aggie 15 
yard line. Two smashes by Sullivan 
netted seven yards, Johnston made 
two and Christie slammed center for 
three and first down. Sulliyan
BARKER BAKERY
307 North Higgins
EVERYTHING YOU 
WANT FOR YOUR 
LUNCH
Bread, pies, cakes, rolls and 
French pastry. Nothing but 
the best in everything. -
Phone 686-J
Ofice Phone 720 
Residence Phone 1111-W
J O H N  P O P E
Heating and Plumbing 
Basement Hammond Block
Football, Basketball, and 
Gym Supplies
All kinds of Sporting Goods
310-316
Higgins
Phone
807-808
“Service, Courtesy and Efficiency” "If We 
Have Not 
What You 
Want 
We Will 
Get It 
For You”
The Best by Test 
Where Good Fellows Meet
Best Eats and Hours of Entertainment
Ramsey __________________  Hannan
Right Guard.
McGowan __......_____     Knight
Right Tackle.
Madsen ...-------------------- ........ Mashin
Quarterback.
Plummer ............_____ .___   Walters
Fullback.
.Sullivan ...—_______________ McDonald
Left Halfback.
Christie .................   Cates
Right Halfback.
Touchdowns— Sullivan, Plummer, 
McCarren. Goals from touchdown— 
Sullivan 2, McDonald. Substitutes— 
Lambert for Keeley; Johnson for 
Lambert; Tanner for Sullivan; 
Porter for Tanner; Rooney for 
Madsen; Dahlberg for Ramsey; 
Ramsey for Dorsey; Hallister for 
Jorgenson; Jones for McCarren; 
Slawson for Walters; Cogswell for 
Cates; Husemyer for Hannon. Yard­
age from scrimmage —  University, 
306; Aggies, 99. Punts—Plummer 12, 
for an average of 42 yards; Mc­
Donald 13 for an average of 33 1-2. 
Forward passes—University, one, 
intercepted; Aggies, one completed 
for 32 yards; five grounded. Ref­
eree, Kelley. Umpire, McGough. 
Head linesman, Chauner.
We Are Agents!
For Conklen’s Self- 
Filling Fountain Pens 
— all sizes and prices—  
and Eversharp Pencils 
— all kinds and prices. 
Let us demonstrate 
them to you.
MISSOULA DRUG CO. 
Hammond Block
Pianos, Victrolas, Sheet Music 
and Teaching Material
Hoyt-Dickenson Piano Co.
208 Higgins Ave.
Buy a Directory.
Reasonable prices at
The Hat Shop
Orders given special attention.
115 HIGGINS AVENUE 
Mrs. K. Mitchell, Prop-
Copyright 1921 Hart Schafiner 8c Marx
What is a suit 
o f clothes?
So u n d s  foolish, it isn’t.Some men think that a 
suit means simply a coat, 
vest and pair of trousers; 
they buy that way; pay as 
little as possible and get it
But others know more and 
get more A suit of clothes 
means months of service to 
them; style that keeps 
looking well; careful tail­
oring They find those 
things in Hart Schaffner 
& Marx clothes; they save 
money
Parade Scores 
Hit In Aggies 
Home Grounds
They came, they saw, they con­
quered. TVjh.0 ? Montana’s delega­
tion at Bozeman, Friday. By unan­
imous opinion, the 300 odd rooters 
and members of the band out-sang 
out-yelled, out-played and out-foxed 
the Aggies on their home grounds.
The parade from the station to 
the hotel, and later to the field of 
contest was, to use the vernacular 
of the times, a “ knock-out.”  Nearly 
400 rooters in the wake of a copper, 
silver, and gold 'band, singing “Up 
With Montana,”  literally swept the 
natives off their feet.
The 125 hoboes and the two hund­
red passengers of the special train, 
including a strong alumni delegation 
formed in two long lines behind the 
band and presented such formidable 
appearance, that before the flaring 
banner, “Beat the Aggies”  rounded 
the corner of THE street, a re­
port came that Aggie money had 
advanced twenty points, and in some 
cases, entirely disappeared.
It is nearly a mile from the 
Northern Pacific station to the Boz- 
aman hotel, and the band, and 
Blenkner’s satelites, together with 
the hobo delegation, didn’t give the 
sound waves of the Gallatin valley 
much rest.
When the special train arrived at 
noon, the natives couldn’t find the 
depot for the crowd. The band’s 
music brought large groups of on­
lookers to the curbs and one small 
urchin was overheard to ask Pa the 
price Of the circus.
At 1:45 Blenkner collected his 
rooters and headed by the banner 
and the band, marched the mile and 
a half to the field, where some dif­
ficulty was experienced in gaining 
admission. But the Montana folk 
led by a . hobo persuaded the Aggie 
gate-keeper that the “ Horatio at the 
Bridge”  stunt was no good, and that 
a dollar a head was too much. The 
Medes and Persians surged in.
One of the imposing sights on the 
march from the depot to the hotel 
was the funeral bier of one large 
paper-maehe cat carrying out the 
idea of the Aggie mascot. The cat 
was late of the Thomas Ink Com­
pany, and acquired through the cour­
tesy of a store-keeper of the Farm­
er town under protest. A picked 
group of hoboes acted as pall-bear- 
ers marching before the band with 
heads bowed and uncovered.
The immortal song “ As" The Backs 
Go  ̂ Tearing By” carried the tired 
but delirious rooters back to the ho­
tel from the game. Such was the 
apparent consternation on the part 
of the hosts, that according to 
members of a committee who made 
a different search, an Aggie was a 
I pre-historic being.
A dance and some speeches by 
the alumni filled the remaining in- 
treval until train time, when root­
ers and hoboes alike boarded the 
train and alternately snored and 
yelled their way back to Missoula.
BUSE SPEAKS ON 
TRIP TO EUROPE
Miss Alpha Buse, ’16, told of her 
impressions of the present condi­
tion ,of Europe and especially of 
Czeeho-Slovakia, in a talk given at 
the Episcopal church Sunday night.
Miss Buse was sent to Czecho­
slovakia under the auspices of the 
Rockerfeller Foundation and of the 
Young Women’s Christian Associa­
tion. The group of men and wom­
en of which she was a member 
made a survey of the country and of 
the city of Prague in particular. 
Miss Buse had charge of the indus­
trial side of the' survey. She re­
turned- to this country in October.
The political and economic prob­
lems of this new country were brief­
ly outlined in her talk and many of 
its customs described. Miss Buse 
said that the racial hatred of the 
Czechs, the Slovaks the Austrians 
and the Hungarians complicated any 
solution of their difficulties.
NEW NEWS SHET MAKES—9
Word has been received of the 
sudden death of Jerry Farrell of 
Billings. Mr. Farrell is the father 
of Mary N. Farrell, a 1920 graduate 
in the school of journalism.
Inter-fraternity
Ball January 20
The Inter-fraternity ball this year 
will be held January 20 in Union 
hall, according to the announcement 
given out yesterday by those in 
charge. Sheridan’s orchestra will 
furnish the music.
This dance in the past has been 
one of the largest events- of the Un­
iversity social life and this year will 
be no exception.
As yet no other plans have been 
made. Neil Wilson, and John South- 
wick, have been placed in charge 
of the dance. Committees on decor­
ations and programs ‘have not been 
appointed as yet.
The dance will be formal for both 
men and women.
All girls intending to participate 
in the co-ed basketball tournament 
must have their hearts examined 
by Dr. Schreiber before permission 
will be granted for their playing. 
These examinations will be given at 
any time.
University Y. W.
To Give Program
In observance of World Fellow­
ship week the University Y. W. C. 
A. will hold a World Fellowship 
meeting and recessional this after­
noon at 4:30 in the auditorium of 
New Science hall. Special music and 
speaking have been aranged for and 
the program promises to be inter­
esting. Rev. G. H. Gatley of the 
Episcopal church will give a  talk. 
After the program a foreign tea will 
be given in the home economics de­
partment.
Dr. Elrod of the biology depart­
ment will give a stereopticon lec­
ture‘Thursday evening in the natural 
science building, to members of Phi 
Sigma, the national biological fra­
ternity.
Keith Brown and John Cline spent 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday at the 
home of the latter in Poison.
Buy a Directory.
w
INTER is here, and Jack Frost is cry­
ing for heavier garments. If you’re 
not prepared for his biting winds, 
you’ve only got yourself to blame.
W e are splendidly ready with the big­
gest line of garments, shirts and under­
wear we’ve ever assembled.
Our overcoat line, especially, is one 
that offers every variety at moderate 
prices. W e invite your inspection. f
^Cfncoipon ateti
912 ’DEPARTMENT STORES
123, 125, 127, 129 E . Main Street 
MISSOULA
The Largest Chain Department 
Store Organization in the World
Oliver B. Shallenberger
IT  IS ONE T H IN G  to produce a new idea that is simply of theoretical interest. It is 
another to make the new idea into a commer­
cial success.
This is the story of Oliver B. Shallenberger, 
and how in 1888 he discovered the principle 
that led him to invent the watt-hour meter, 
the familiar little device that makes practica­
ble the commercial distribution of alternating 
current, which means 95% of all the elec­
tricity that is distributed.
Shallenberger, who resigned a Naval com­
mission to take up his work with Westing- 
house, made his discovery while experiment­
ing with a newly devised alternating current 
arc lamp. His attention was attracted by the 
behavior of a small spring which had fallen 
upon the main magnet of the lamp, into such 
a position that the forces proceeding frcfm 
both the magnet coil and the extended soft 
iron core affected it. And the simple little 
thing that he noticed was merely that the 
spring was slowly rotating! But to the in­
telligently curious observer, that was enough.
Further experiments having satisfied him 
that the action was caused by alternating
electric currents, he set to work, encouraged 
by his knowledge of Westinghouse policies, to 
make practical the newly found principle. 
Three weeks of almost uninterrupted toil, and 
he had produced the first^>racticai alternating 
current meter of the induction type— the uni­
versal type of the present time.
Thus for the first time the measurement of 
the quantity of alternating current passing 
through, a line was made commercially practi­
cable and its distribution became possible 
from an economic as well as an engineering 
point of view. In fact, the whole structure of 
our great power systems depends upon the 
accurate measurement, by millions of such 
meters, of the electricity used in the hemes and 
industries of the nation. So well was Shallen- 
berger’s work done, and so complete was his 
conception of the possibilities of his discovery, 
that for more than thirty years his fundamental 
idea has been in use in many and various forms.
The encouragement which Westinghouse 
has always given to new ideas, and the judg­
ment with which they have been evaluated, 
are nowhere better exemplified than in this 
story of the alternating current meter.
1205 STODENK f f S K f f e  
ARE ENROLLED,1 Photographs
National Editorial Association Will 
Meet for Two Days in Missoula, if 
Money Can Be Raised to Pay Ex­
penses.
Twelve hundred and five students, 
o f which number 641 are men and 
564, women, had registered at the 
university up to November 1, ac-, 
cording to statistics given out by 
the registerars office Monday.
Students majoring in the school 
of Bussiness Arministration,' to­
gether with those taking work in 
arts and sciences preparatory to 
entering the school of business ad­
ministration, number 193. One 
■ hundred and forty-seven are regis­
tered in the school of forestry, the 
school of journalism coming next with 
100. Fifty-seven are registered in 
the law school; 30 are taking pre- 
legal work. In the school of music 
there are 15 majors and 21 music 
specials. 41 are registered in the 
school of pharmacy. ■ The 'remain­
ing students ‘have selected majors 
in arts and sciences.
Totals by classes are as fol­
lows: graduate students, 22; seniors, 
67; juniors, 134; sophomores, 274; 
freshmen, 5$1. The remaining num­
ber are specials and unclassified 
students.
Missoula County Leads.
Missoula county leads the counties 
of the state with 342 students re­
gistered. The rest are as follows: 
Silver Bow, 111; Yellowstone, 60; 
Cascade, 48; Lewis and Clark, j 
Ravalli, 40; Fergus and Flathead, 
34; .Deer Bodge, 33; Custer, 22; 
Park, 18; Gallatin. 16; Beaverhead] 
and Powell, 15; Broadwater, Car­
bon, and Hill, 13; Sanders, 11; 
Choteau and Madison, 10; Mussel­
shell, Richland, and Rosebud, 9; 
Blaine, 8; Granite and Jefferson, 7; 
Dawson, Golden Valley, Judith Basin 
and Lincoln, J3; Meagher, Mineral, 
Phillips, Pondera, Roosevelt, Sweet- 
grass and Valley, 5; Big Horn, 
Prairie, Stillwater and Teton, 4; 
Garfield, Glacier, McCone, Sheridan 
and Wheatland, 3; Carter, Fallon, 
Powder River and Toole, 1; Daniels, 
Liberty, Treasure and Wibaux, 0.
Out of State Students.
, One hundred fifty-six students are 
registered from the following states: 
California, Nebraska, New Hamp­
shire, Kansas, Virginia, New York 
New Jersey, Connecticut, Massa­
chusetts, Arkansas, Oregon, Michi­
gan, Missouri, Oklahoma', Utah,
Kentucky. West Virginia, South
Dakota, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, 
Indiana, Vermont, Iowa, Maryland, 
Washington, Texas, Wyoming, W is­
consin, Ohio, 'Colorado, Idaho.
Minnesota. Washington, D. C. is 
also represented and included in this 
list.
Canada, New Zealand, Italy and 
the Phillipines are represented by 
eight students-at the university.
The ’ campus store- is handling a 
new line of goods in the form of 
photographs and pictures of uni­
versity activities. These pictures, 
which are taken by some student on 
the campus, represent the football 
squads, games, and all activities.
Later on it. is planned to have 
individual pictures of the members 
of the varsity team, autographed, 
and placed on sale at the store.
“These pictures sell well,”  an­
nounced Mac Gault, manager of the 
store. “They are in such demand, 
especially those of the football team, 
.that we have been running short 
continually. In the future it is 
planned, however, to have a large 
quantity of pictures on hand to 
supply the increasing demand.”
The students who are taking the 
pictures state' that they can handle 
work taking pictures o f . groups, 
single persons, or any work that is 
desired. All that is necessary is to 
leave orders for the work with Mac 
Gault at the campus store and the 
matter will be attended to.
UNIVERSITY CADETS 
FEATURE PARADE
Take Part in Armistice Day Ex­
ercises With Veterans of Three 
Wars.
Varsity Hoboes 
See Game Free
Rooters Receive 
News of Grizzly 
Victory by Wire
A special telegraphic connection 
Fridaly between Bozeman and the 
gymnasium in Missoula made it 
possible for more than 75 Univer­
sity rooters to enjoy the Grizzly- 
Aggie footbal game and to glory 
in the victory at 'home.
Nearly every play was telegraphed 
back and as each report came in 
the “ stay-at-homes” saw the 
Grizzlies go down the field in the 
first half for a touch-down and 
again in the second.
There were frequent yells of joy, 
especially after a sensational play 
of the Grizzly squad, and there 
were plenty of “ Oh, stop them! Hold 
that line!” - ejaculations in the 
second half when the Aggies went 
down the field into dangerous ter­
ritory only to be stopped by Bier- 
man’s eleven.
An admission fee of jtwenty-five 
cents was charged all of the rooters 
who went to the gymnasium.
“ Are we going to pay to get in?” 
shouted a leader of the hoboes who 
had made their way to the gates of 
the Bozeman football field Friday.
- “ No!”  was' the storming, unani­
mous l-Cply to the mercenary ques­
tion.
Immediately the Fangs scoured 
the bleachers for a fighting force to 
back up the ruling of Coach Graves 
by which all -foreign hoboes would 
be forced to pay a dollar before they 
would be admitted to the game. In 
the meantime Yell King Blenkner 
and Oakley Coffee were making .ges­
tures and advancing arguments in 
the faces of Fang leaders to get the 
spirited mob through in as peaceful 
and diplomatic a manner as could 
grace an invasion of soot-faced en­
emies of the Order of Conductors.
“Let our Hoboes in now and we’ll 
show the spme' spirit as we always 
have when your bums come to Mis­
soula next year,”  sid Blenkner to 
the troubled Fang leader.
“Let ’em in! Let ’em in!”  shouted 
many Fangs and prospective Aggie 
hoboes from their side of the gate.
And it was then that the University 
hoboes packed in closer to the en­
trance and picked up the chain of the 
old yellow cow in their midst, mak- 
nig ready for the rush that was sure 
to come.
The Fang chief avoided a catas­
trophe, however, when he reared up 
on the ticket taljle and faced the 
gang which Coffee and Blenkner had 
been trying to hold down, and said, 
“Fellows, walk right in, but kindly 
leave the cow outside.”
The Reserve Officers Training 
corps of the State University 
marched Friday with the veterans 
of three- wars, the troops from 
i Fort Missoula, the Missoula band, 
the Boy Scorts, the Ladies’ Auxiliary, 
and hundreds of school children, in 
celebration of the signing of the
Armistice which ended the World 
W!ar November 11th, three years 
ago.
Flags waved and cheers were 
heard as the anile-long parade of 
almost three thousand marchers 
passed in Teview down Higgins
avenue at two o’clock in the after­
noon. Mounted officers of the re­
gular army followed by the bugle 
corps, led the parade.
In formal reverence for the un­
known soldier whose remains were 
laid in honored rest in the Arling­
ton national cemetery of Virginia, 
the entire faculty and student body 
assembled in front of Main hall
auditorium at 9:55 o’clock Friday
morning. Bugler Walker of Fort 
Missoula sounded “ Attention”  two 
minutes before the hour of ten. 
All members of the university passed 
in silence as the patriot’s body was 
being buried on the eastern coast. 
The two minutes of silence was 
followed by the bugler’s “Retreat.” 
A salute was fired to the west, 
and “Taps”  was sounded.
Classes were resumed at 10:05 
but were dismissed in the afternoon.
Indoor Classes 
For R. 0. T. C.
| The local unit of the R. O. T. C. 
] will not drill outside fOr "the next 
j few months, according to an an­
nouncement made this morning by 
J commander, Captain Walton, 
j After r'ool call Monday morning 
the cadets were called into the 
I armory where Captain Walton gave 
i a short talk on the purpose of the 
| R. O. T. C. unit and urged the 
men to co-operate and make the 
course easier. He announced that 
I the three companies would be divid­
ed into sections and would have class 
three days a week, in place of the 
outs’de drill.
Although nothing definite has 
been decided, it is thought that the 
csdet officers will be given charge 
of the. different classes for the in­
struction of the freshmen. The in­
struction of the sophomores will be 
given over to the army officers sta­
tioned here.
Rare Example of 
Petrified Wood 
Is Brought Here
A  piece of wood, probably thous­
ands of years old, was carried from 
the California National Forest to 
Missoula by Francis “ Scotty”  Wil­
liamson, a vocational student in the 
school of forestry who spent the 
summer dude-wrangling in the moun­
tains of northern California.
It is not crumpled or decayed or 
worm eaten. That is just why 
“ Scotty”  packed it in his trunk when 
he started on his journey back to 
the University of Montana. It be­
came petrified before Eve ate tne 
McIntosh Red, and since that time 
has been going through a process of 
.crystallization, taking on a color and 
perfecting a formation resembling 
that of an agate. The center of the 
block is marked with criss-crossed 
lines, just as the wood was in its 
natural state with evenly spaced 
rings leading to the outer edge. The 
bark is firmly fixed to the wood, and 
retains its original, color a reddish 
brown. The metamorphosed wood is 
colored with pink, blue, red, and white 
and presents the same appearance as 
agate, while the bark now resembles 
flint, with the furrows sharply de­
fined and the chips still clinging to 
the main body.
The piece of wood, which is about 
ten inches in diameter and from three 
to four inches thick, is one of mil­
lions of such euriosisties that litter 
the national forest in which “ Scotty” 
spent- the summer. It has, with the 
aid of Nature, kept itself in a mar­
velous state of preservation, but the 
length of its continued existence is 
said to be dbubtful.
Tastes Differ, So 
Does Candy, Says 
Manager MacGault
Science tells us that humans are 
mostly water, but the Universitus 
Montanae species species seems to 
carry- a large percentage of sugar, ac­
cording to Mac Gault, of the A. S. U. 
M. Store. Hundreds of candy bars 
are absorbed daily by the sweet- 
toother students. Nut bars, marsh­
mallow bars, peppermints and all 
kinds of glue. That the digestive ap­
paratus of the modern human must 
resemble a veritable sugar refinery is 
the conclusion drawn by the store 
clerks.
What the exact percentage of the 
total sales that are made in candies 
has not been determined, but it is 
sure that the proportion over-sha­
dows any other article in the- store.
Why do the girls fall for the soft 
stuff, all camaflouged with melted 
chocolate and of an indefinate age? 
Also why does the he-male of the 
species try to test the strength of 
his teeth in a tussle with a butter­
scotch bar, or try to rival the os­
trich and the goat in devouring 
hard candies of a distincly metallic 
nature? Why?—Why does an Am- 
eba? Yet the candy still goes on.
“ Will it make me-fat?”  is the plea 
of the average co-ed, or “Does it up­
set the complextion? is always an 
after thought. “No of course it 
doesn’t” , acording to Mac— and any­
how it might be something else—if it 
did.
The masculine element takes the 
nut bars and drinks youthful and un­
sophisticated cider, in the attempt to 
bring back fond memories.
Anyway, Mac thinks that a fellow’s 
favorite candy is his own business, 
even if the clerk can tell who is go­
ing with who, by the kind of candy! 
he buys.
MISSOULA IS PICKED 
FOR CONVENTION CITY
Missoula County Leads The Other 
Counties of the State With A To­
tal of 342. Silverbow second.
The annual convention of • the 
National Editorial association to be 
held next July, will meet for two 
days in Missoula if Montana can 
raise enough money to pay the ex­
penses of entertainment and ad­
vance publicity, according to word 
received in Missoula Monday from 
the executive cominittee of the as­
sociation. The convention time will 
be split with Salt Lake City if 
present plans mature.
Each year the association -makes a 
tour in a special train and holds 
its convention at some city en 
route. Salt Lake has promised to 
raise $30,000 for the entertainment 
and publicity expenses, but after 
an all-day conference it was agreed 
to divide the convention time be­
tween Salt Lake and Missoula if 
the latter city could raise/its share 
of the expenses.
The association will spend nine 
days in Utah and nine in Mon­
tana. The plans include a tour of 
Yellowstone park and Glacier park 
during the trip in Montana. The 
members of the association are 
pledged to give publicity to the 
localities visited and more than six 
million lines of publicity were given 
in this way last year. About 300 
editors with their families expect to 
make the tour.
Buy a Directory.
Foundation For New 
Library is Finished
The last work on the founda­
tions for the new library, which 
is being constructed .under the 
| university,’s $1,000,000 building pro­
gram, was finished the latter part 
of last week, and things are now 
in shape for the construction of the 
building proper.
Nothing definite is known as to 
the time when the contract for the 
construction of the new buildings, 
which is separate from the con- 
tfract for the foundations, will be 
let. It was at first planned to 
advertise at once for bids and start 
work next month, but if the pre­
sent weather continues, it is doubt­
ful if the work will be started be­
fore spring.
The work on the gymnasium and 
the mens’ and womens’ dormitories 
is rapidly going forward and the 
foundations wil be completed within 
a short time.
Florence Laundry Co.
STUDENT AGENTS 
Telephone 48
Give Us a Trial and Be 
Satisfied.
Florence Barber Shop
A. F. HAMILTON, Prop.
Buy a Directory.
McKay Art Company
North End of Bridge
PICTURES, FRAMES, 
STATIONERY, 
KODAKS
Developing and 
Printing
Buy a Directory.
MEET YOUR FRIENDS
KELLEY’S
CIGAR STORE
BILLIARDS AND POOL
Leta Larse and Margaret Garver 
spent the week end at their homes 
in Plains. Evelyn Linley accompa­
nied them and was -their guest.
Mrs. J. Leary of Butte spent Sat­
urday and Sunday at the Delta 
Sigma Chi house visiting her daugh­
ter, Viola, a junior at the univer- I 
sity.
Sigma Nu entertained at a fire­
side Sunday evening.
J. D. ROWLAND
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN 
Glasses Fitted and Repaired 
Special attention given to 
Jewelry and Watch Repairing. 
130 N. Higgins Ave.
| j
N-GRAVING
You demand the highest quality 
in your fraternity and organization 
printing. ..And naturally you want 
that quality at the most reasonable 
prices possible.
By use of a special printing pro­
cess, we are able to offer you indi­
vidual N-graved and Embossed 
Christmas greeting cards at prices 
so low you will be astonished. It 
will be a pleasure for you to see this 
latest developement of the printer’s 
art.
T H E  N E W  N O R T H W E S T
Quality Printing’
426 No. Higgins. Phone 550
SPECIAL TAKES 
MANY ROOTERS
Students, Proofs, ’boes and 
Band Make Trip Friday to 
See the Aggies Defeated.
Department of 
Chemistry Has 
News Service
One hundred and ninety university 
students, profs, and Missoula people 
bong’ll t. tickets for the special train 
to Bozeman. Several did not. But 
they were all there— over two hun­
dred strong—at 6:30 Friday morn­
ing. Probably this is the first time 
in the history of the university that 
so many students got up before 
breakfast and without a doubt it is 
the first time that so many jour­
neyed to Bozeman to see the Grizz­
lies maul the Bobcats.
Wihen the special pulled out at 
6:30 everyone was safely settled in 
a seat or under a  seat and by the 
time the conductor took the tickets 
the band had increased in number 
from 30 to 43. But the conductor 
evidently couldn’t count so it didn’t 
matter.
By 7:30 everyone began thinking 
about the breakfast they had missed, 
everyone but Ann Wilson. Ann, hav­
ing traveled between Havre and Mis­
soula four times a year for the past 
three years knew enough to take 
a lunch. About this time the band 
came in and sat around on the tops 
o f the seats so they would have 
room to manage the horns and beat 
their drums and they showed what 
they could do. The girls were all 
thankful for ear puffs and the man 
all wished that they had ear puffs 
to be thankful for.
When the special reached Garrison 
the windows were opened for air— 
you might think so if you were a 
conductor?. But while the train 
waited, heads, shoulders, whole stu­
dents, hoboes who had been kicked 
o ff freights before, came through 
t ie  windows and dived under the 
seats. It grew’'chilly, the windows 
were closed and the train went on.
When the train arrived at Helena 
everyone got out and the band, hav­
ing recovered their caps or instru­
ments, went out 30 strong to give 
Helena and the Governor a treat. 
A  ten minute pep rally was held 
and at the end several old students 
Joined the crowd that continued to 
Bozeman.
Things were pretty quiet now. 
Everyone was to hungry to be 
noisy. Oak Coffee served the little 
sacks of flour and everyone tucked 
them away and hoped that the Ag­
gies wouldn’t think from the bumps 
that the Missoula people were de­
formed.
Then the train arrived. Blenkner 
thought that it would be nice if 
everyone would march from the sta­
tion up town. But you know how 
we walked a mile up town while the 
Bozemanites wondered if all of Mis­
soula had come over, and how we 
walked another mile up and down 
the street, and three miles to the 
field and five miles back, and up 
and down the street again for a 
few more miles and at 11:30 finished 
the seven mile hike to the station.
But just the same at 12:01 all 
were back in their seats and where 
there had been one under the seat 
before there were two now and the 
band numbered 57. John Pope 
came through and took the tickets.
A t Helena a great many students 
stayed over for the Helena-Missoula 
.game and with them went most of 
the crowd’s pep. Day coaches are 
uncomfortable things and staying 
•up 24 hours is no joke, but say, 
I ’m glad I went, aren’t you?
The Chemistry department of the 
University is a member of the Amer­
ican Chemical Society news service. 
The purpose of this news service is 
to give the people through newspa­
pers the scientific facts of new chem­
ical undertakings and experiments, 
in language which everyone can un­
derstand.
A sample of the style of news is 
contained in the news bulletin sent 
out for release on Oct. 23. This 
story deals with the experiments of 
Prof. H. P. Cady of the University 
of Kansas, in the use of a new chem­
ical helium. Prof. Cady with an as­
sociate published a report on the 
presence o f this gas in a number of 
natural gases in 1907. The gas is 
non-flammable. The story deals with 
the decision of the Naval department 
to demonstrate its use in dirigible 
balloons. It also tells of experiments 
along this line in England during the 
World War by Sir William Ramsey.
Another news bulletin for release 
November 1 contains stories- from 
the Journal o f Industrial and En­
gineering Chemistry. The stories 
describe different chemical projects 
in industry. It also carries a story 
regarding the efforts o f the Inter­
national Labor conference which will 
meet soon at Geneva Switzerland, to 
protect the white lead workers. The 
story gives a preliminary report con­
cerning safeguards already taken.
These bulletins which come regu­
larly every week all contain reports 
of this sort. The reports in the reg­
ular story style.
This news service answers a de­
mand from people all over the coun­
try. By this means is it possible to 
give them the news in an understand­
able manner.
College women in making and pre­
senting the cake.
The cake has been placed in the 
window of the Missoula Mercantile 
on the corner of Higgins avenue and 
Front street.
Masquers Will Be 
Hosts to Visitors 
Next Friday Night
The North Dakota Aggies "and the 
University Grizzlies will occupy box 
seats at the production of 
“Clarence”  Friday evening, Nov­
ember 18, at the Liberty theater, as 
guests of the Masquers, in accord­
ance with a custom started last 
year of inviting visiting and home 
teams to their productions at Home­
coming.
Ticket sales for the play will be­
gin Thursday at the Wjlma box 
office. Customary prices will pre­
vail. The theater will be decorated 
and Yell Leader E. A. Blenkner 
will take charge of the program be­
tween acts.
The Masquers • '  will present 
“Clarence”  Tuesday at the Ravalli 
theater at Hamilton. They will 
appear in Stevensville at the 
American theater Thursday.
Students Pray For 
the Unknown Dead
The- passengers■ on the special 
train to Bozeman Armistice day 
turned from thoughts of college ac­
tivities to silent prayer for two 
minutes, when Buglers Wilson, 
Schroeder and White, of the Univer­
sity band played attention at 10 a. 
m. Taps was sounded at 10.02 a. 
in.
, This was in accordance with Pres­
ident Harding’s request that all -cit­
izens remove their hats and pray 
for the unknown dead of the World 
War.
Miss Alice Hankinson was a din­
ner guest at the Phi Delta Theta 
fraternity house Sunday.
Buy a Directory.
Yale university’s baseball team will 
hold its'Spring training camp at Mc- 
con, Georgia. The team expects to 
play about 40 games during the sea­
son.
Buy a Directory.
An Irishman made a bet that he 
could drink a gallon of beer. He 
gave his $5.00 to the bartender, and 
asked permission to step outside for 
a moment. Then he returned and 
won the bet. When asked' why he 
went outside he said he had gone 
across the street and practised on a 
gallon.—Ex.
Pure Brass.
The Montana Hobo who flags No. 
4 at a siding with the intention of 
rading gratis to Bozeman.
—H. J. H.
Grizzlies Win Cake 
Donated by Women 
at State College
The Grizzlies brought back some­
thing besides the state chmpionship 
when they returned from Bozeman 
Saturday morning. That was a three 
layer ohooclate cake, 18 inchs square 
and four inches high, frosted in blue 
with a large gold M in the center.
The cake was displayed in a win- j 
dow on the main street of Bozeman i 
before the game with a sign stating 
that it was to be presented to the 
winning team.
Between the second and third acts j 
of the play given by the dramatic 
club of the State College, the cake j 
was brought out on the stage and 
presented in the name of the woman 
of the college. As no representative' 
of the team was at the performance 
the cake was taken by Frances 
Cooney and John Flemming who | 
brought it back to Missoula.
The women of the college have | 
started this presentation as custom 
that will be continued each year.! 
There have been many favorable com­
ments upon the spirit shown by the
Telephones have been installed on 
second apd third floors of Craig 
hall. A meeting of the Craig hall 
girls has been called for Tuesday 
evening and it is planned at this 
meeting to.. appoint a girl on each 
floor to take charge of all telephone 
calls.
THE
UNIVERSITY FIVE
Is Now Playing Every 
Tuesday Night in
UNION
HALL
DANCES 10c DANCES 
Follow the Crowd.
Ann Webster, Maybelle Shackle- 
ton, Opal McCully, Gertrude Karcher 
Helen Evans and Solvay Andresen 
have returned from Corvallis, where 
they were the guests over the week 
end of Emma Quasi, a former uni­
versity student.
NOTICE, MEN STUDENTS! 
TABLE BOARD 
ask those who eat at 
BROCKWAY’S 
-119 So. Fifth -St. East 
Only 8 minutes walk from the 
University
Stewards
Boolery
New styles so becoming to the accepted modes 
of fashionable attire. We present many new 
arrivals exclusively shown, and extremely fav­
ored for street and dress wear.
The Spanish
A very fashinoable strap pattern is now in 
stock.
Black Kid, White Inlay ............................... $11.00
Black Swede ................ ................................. $11.00
Patent Leather ..............;............................... . $10.00
Black Satin .....................................................  $ 9.00
“JUST A WHISPER OFF THE BRIDGE”  
117 Higgins Avenue
COMING FRIDAY
D O U G LAS
M acLEAN
U CHICKENS
A REAL COMEDY 
NIGHTMARE
YOU’LL SAY 
IT’S A BIRD
WILMA
COMMING SOON 
“WAY
DOWN
EAST”
Watch Chain 
Special
Latest style watch chains in 
all the newest patterns, guar­
anteed quality, at $2.50 each. 
Make an Ingersol seem like a 
Howard.
B . & H .  
J e w e l r y  C o .
The Store On The Corner
Phone 744 221 Higgins Ave.
Open 7 a. m. till 11:30 . m.
The Coffee Parlor
“ Where Missoula Lunches” 
Soda Fountain in Connection
Where the 
Students Meet
MISSOULA, MONTANA
Mrs. T. J. Walterskirchen 
Proprietor.
The Novelty Shop
Novelty Gifts, Blouses, Lingerie 
Hemstitching, Pleating, 
Buttons
115 Higgins Avenue
L. N. Baker 0. W. Walford
Telephone 581 
THE ELECTRIC SHOP 
“ We Hustle” _
Electric Supplies, Wiring and 
Contracting
111 N. Higgins Missoula, Mont.
Eat
Clean Home Cooked Meals 
— at—
THE HOME CAFE 
Just south of 
Penwell Hotel.
Our work is our best 
recommendation.
METR0P0LE BARBER SHOP 
Basement B. & H. Jewelry Store
FINE HAIR CUTTING
is our specialty. 
Thompson & Marlenee, Props.
DIE STAMPING
of Monograms, Crests, 
etc., on stationery and 
programs at a subtsan- 
tial saving of time and 
cost.
PETERSON DRUG CO. 
A Good Place to Trade
2 Stores: 118 Higgins Ave.
232 Higgins Ave.
Orvis Music House
All the latest 
sheet music
30c
MARCEL 
BEAUTY SHOP
Phone 788-R
115 So. Higgins Ave, Missoula 
Marcel Wave, Hair Dressing, 
Henna Pack, Manicuring, - 
Facial Massage, Shampooing, and 
Special Scalp Treatment.
